


A compliant, space-saving 
efficient way for businesses 
to segregate waste in the 
industrial workplace. 



Waste management problems are easily solved with the 
racksack®. Ideal for most warehouse racking systems, the 
racksack® quickly fixes to the end of your racking frame.

The racksack® is designed for most racking and shelving 
systems between 900mm and 1100mm. Once full, it can be 
removed and emptied with ease. When hung it has a large 
open mouth to easily receive waste, yet its tapered design 
enables it to hardly encroach into the floor area.

Originally designed for the warehouse the racksack’s® 
flexible method of ‘S’ locator fixing means it can be hung 
over or hooked onto any substrate. The racksack® has also 
established itself a place in other industrial areas such as 
factories, offices or anywhere where waste is a problem.

Made from tough waterproof polyester the racksack®  can 
adequately withstand the rigours of an industrial  environment. 
Three strong handles are woven into the edge of the sack, 
one on each side for carrying and one on the base, so that the 
sack can be easily tilted from the base and emptied.

920mm
The racksack® handles are double 
stitched to tough woven polyester

Capacity - 160 Litres
Each sack is supplied 
with 2 fixing hooks 



Choose a colour

racksacks® are available in 
two fabric colours, either blue 
or clear with a blue backing.

Please specify colour required when 
ordering (B/CL)

Please note colours available are 
standard blue or premium clear. 



Designs
racksacks® are available 
in 14 standard text designs -
with 13 printed waste 
segregation options, plus 
a completely blank sack.

Please specify design required when 
ordering. For example, general waste 
design in green would be RSB1/GW.



Five new prints have 
now been added to the 
racksack® range. Visually 
communicative symbol only 
designs for worldwide use. 

These five designs are also 
available in racksack®clear.

International Designs



racksacks® are also available with a clear front.
The clear material helps identify when incorrect waste has been 
accidentally placed in the wrong segregation sack. The transparent 
design also enhances security measures to prevent theft.

Transparency 
provides 

security aid

Available in 10 
standard designs, 
5 text designs, 
including a blank 
sack and the 5 new 
symbol-only designs.



Brand your racksack®

Other designs and special prints including 
logos are available on request. 

Customise your racksack® with your company 
name or logo, any waste product symbol or 
text you require and in any one colour print.
Available in all fabric colours including clear.

Any BRAND
Any SYMBOL
Any TEXT 
Any COLOUR   

Your company 
name or logo here

Any waste product, 
symbol or text in any 

colour here



Keep your picking areas clean 
and tidy as you go by fitting 
these recycling sacks. 

Not only do you keep unwanted waste 
materials off the floor but you also help 
segregate waste. Made from tough 
waterproof polyester, these single or 
double pocket racksack® for trolleys can 
adequately withstand the rigours of an 
industrial environment. Ideal for hooking 
onto handles of picking trolleys up to 
580mm wide or can be secured via 
eyelets in other locations. 

Double
Single

600mm

Overall Dimensions 
750 x 600mm (h x w)

Organise 
your waste 
packaging 

materials as 
you go

More products from 
the range...

Capacity : Single pocket - 50 Litres

Capacity : Inner pocket - 50 Litres
Outer pocket - 55 Litres.
Combined pockets when used together - 73 Litres



Keep your workplace 
neat and tidy by fitting 
the racksack®rollcage.

Ideal for use on 800mm wide roll 
containers. Made from tough waterproof 
polyester, large capacity twin pocket 
sacks can adequately withstand the 
rigours of an industrial environment. 
Also available in clear material with 
a blue backing.

880mm

Overall Dimensions 1,300 x 880 (h x w)

Quick to secure Volume overprinting

Ideal 
for 800mm 

wide roll 
containers

Capacity : Upper pocket - 108 Litres
Lower pocket - 95 Litres
Combined pockets when used together - 200 Litres



Now available with a clear front, 
which can be used as a security 
aid to ensure incorrect waste has 
not been accidentally placed in the 
wrong segregation sack. 

Ideal for use on 800mm wide roll containers. 
Made from tough waterproof polyester, large 
capacity twin pocket sacks can adequately 
withstand the rigours of an industrial 
environment.

The
transparent 

material helps 
show when the 

sack is full

Capacity : Upper pocket - 108 Litres
Lower pocket - 95 Litres
Combined pockets when used together - 200 Litres


